
The new PowerOxTM series of excavator buckets 
combine innovative design and advanced materials for 
the ultimate in job site productivity. 

These buckets are constructed entirely of abrasion-
resistant AR400 steel providing significant wear 
reduction and extending the life of the bucket while 
simultaneously reducing bucket weight to improve 
payload capacity. This combination is even more 
beneficial if you are using a coupler or thumb which 
add weight to the equation and reduce the amount of 
payload you can safely move.     

  

PowerOxTM buckets allow you to tackle tough digging 
and material handling conditions with solid results.  
They maximize breakout force when directly pinned-
on the machine and improve offset when used with 
a coupler.  Additional enhancements in design and 
construction result in longer life, lower maintenance 
and improved digging cycle performance - especially in 
trenching applications.   

AR400 steel construction reduces weight up to 
35% and makes the bucket 2.9X stronger which 
means you can move even more payload with 
a coupler or thumb and handle rough jobs with 
ease.

Reduces offset and maximizes machine geometry 
for better fill and dump cycle performance while 
supporting machines power allowing you to 
improve productivity. 

Strengthens tub and increases wear life by 
protecting the side panel welds translating to  
lower maintenance and more uptime. 

The Power of Combined Excellence
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2.9X Stronger & 35% Lighter

 
Optimized Design

 
Full Double Bottom Shell

AR400 Steel
2.9X Stronger.  
35% Lighter.
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Lighter, Stronger, AR400 Steel 
construction reduces bucket 

weight up to 35% while increasing 
payload capacity and improves 

overall strenght 2.9X

One-piece header design 
removes obstructions that can 
trap and compact material and 

improves load distribution  

Optimized design reduces 
offset and maximizes machine 
geometry for better fill and dump 
performance while supporting 
machines power

Improved profile design 
reduces drag while trenching

Machine capacity rated 
lifting eye

TM

Gussets enhance 
bucket rigidity

Full double bottom shell  
strengthens tub and 
increases wear life

Bucket bottom extends past side 
plates to protect welds and improve life 
while reducing maintenance

Range
Part 

Number Width Heaped 
Capacity Weight

4

                                                      
18HDR04* 18” 0.382 yd3 683 lbs.
24HDR04 24” 0.574 yd3 765 lbs.
30HDR04 30” 0.775 yd3 873 lbs.
36HDR04 36” 0.983 yd3 984 lbs.
42HDR04 42” 1.196 yd3 1062 lbs.
48HDR04 48” 1.412 yd3 1160 lbs.

all standard edges are 1.25” x 10” 
* 18” may require design work and estimates

Range
Part 

Number Width Heaped 
Capacity Weight

5

                                                      
18HDR05 18” 0.382 yd3 699 lbs.
24HDR05 24” 0.574 yd3 818 lbs.
30HDR05 30” 0.775 yd3 931 lbs.
36HDR05 36” 0.983 yd3 1050 lbs.
42HDR05 42” 1.196 yd3 1133 lbs.
48HDR05 48” 1.412 yd3 1237 lbs.
54HDR05 54” 1.628 yd3 1319 lbs.

all standard edges are 1.25” x 10”
* 18” may require design work and estimates

Range
Part 

Number Width Heaped 
Capacity Weight

6

                                                      
24HDR06 24” 0.642 yd3 1023 lbs.
30HDR06 30” 0.868 yd3 1168 lbs.
36HDR06 36” 1.104yd3 1320 lbs.
42HDR06 42” 1.346 yd3 1414 lbs.
48HDR06 48” 1.593 yd3 1539 lbs.
54HDR06 54” 1.841 yd3 1646 lbs.

all standard edges are 1.5” x 10”
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“The dig cycle improvements 
with the new PowerOx bucket 

are noticeable.  We can feel the 
difference in trenching and love the 

heaping we get in this bucket.”


